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Abstract. The aerodynamic characteristics of DTU-LN221 airfoil is studied. ANSYS Fluent is used to simulate the airfoil 

performance with six different turbulence models. The simulation results for the airfoil with different turbulence models are 

compared with the wind tunnel experimental data performed under the same operating conditions. Results show that there is a 

beneficial coalition between the predicted values of aerodynamic force coefficients; that are obtained by using computational 

fluid dynamics simulation, with the wind tunnel experimental data; especially with the angle of attack between -5o to 10o. The 10 

Reynolds stress model is chosen to investigate the flow field structure and the surface pressure coefficients under different 

angles of attack between -5o to 10o. Also the effect of changing air temperature, velocity and turbulence intensity on lift and 

drag coefficients/forces are examined. The results show that it is recommended to operate the wind turbines airfoil at low air 

temperature and high velocity to enhance the performance of the wind turbines.   

Keywords. Airfoil – Wind Turbine – CFD – Turbulence Models – Simulation – Aerodynamic Performance – Lift and Drag.  15 

1 Introduction 

The trend of using renewable energy resources has increased significantly during the past decade. The usage of wind power is 

a promising technology for this generation that can help the world to eliminate the dependency on fossil fuel based energy 

sources such as oil and gas. It also helps the environment to flourish without greenhouse effects or other pollutants. The wind 

turbine technology offers electrical energy with lower installation and maintenance costs compared to the other energy sources. 20 

It is clean, eco-friendly and promotes national security at a time when the decreasing global reserves of fossil fuels is an 

eminent danger in the sustainability of global economy (Karthikeyan et al., 2015). 

The airfoil is a basic element of a wind turbine blade, and its aerodynamic characteristics have a major influence on the wind 

energy conversion efficiency. The airfoil is the cross section of a wind turbine blade that is used to generate mechanical force 

due to the motion of air around the airfoil. The design of wind turbine airfoils is a basic but important task for designing 25 

optimal wind turbine rotors. Different types of airfoils are used along the blades in order to generate energy from the wind. 

Both the pressure differences between upper and lower sides of the airfoil together with the friction forces result in an 

aerodynamic force. This is then divided into the components parallel (drag) and perpendicular (lift) to the oncoming flow. The 

lift and drag coefficients are obtained by normalizing these forces with the dynamic pressure and the reference area. Both lift 

and drag coefficients are used to characterize and compare airfoils.  30 

Lift and drag forces on an airfoil are influenced by the angle of attack (AOA), which is the angle between the distributed wind 

direction and the chord of the airfoil (John D. Anderson, 2017). In order to enhance the performance from the rotor, it is 

necessary to maximize the lift force and minimize the drag force by optimizing the AOA to obtain the best performance. For 

the rotor, it would be better to maximize the in-plane component to maximize the torque. This is neither the lift nor the drag 

directions. Maximizing the power off-take is a desired result thus the turning speed plays an essential role. For improved 35 

power, a higher turning speed at lower torque so the turning speed affects the inflow direction is a result of the AOA. 

Junwei Yang et al., (Yang et al., 2020) investigated experimentally the effect of turbulent flow on an airfoil with a Gurney 

flap. The wind tunnel experiments were performed for the DTU-LN221 airfoil under different turbulence levels. The results 
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demonstrate that under low turbulent inflow conditions, the maximum lift coefficient of the airfoil with flaps increased by 

8.47% to 13.50% (i.e., thickness of 0.75%), and the Gurney flap became less effective after stall angle. Other studies are 40 

performed to investigate a Gurney flap implementation both experimentally and numerically using Reynolds Average Navier 

Stoke (RANS) based numerical simulations (Aramendia et al., 2019). 

The turbulence model has a significant influence on the numerical simulation results of wind turbine blade airfoil. A traditional 

numerical simulation process did not consider the impacts of the changed AOA on the simulation results. No matter the amount 

of the AOA, only one single type of turbulence model was applied to simulate the aerodynamic performance of wind turbine 45 

blade airfoil. This simulation method for airfoil aerodynamic performance has a large error result (Wang et al., 2014). The 

different turbulence models have significant impacts on the aerodynamic performance of a wind turbine blade airfoil. The 

numerical simulation method for investigating the behavior of flow around the airfoil should have a strong adaptability of low 

cost, time-saving and ease to reveal the details of the flow field, compared to wind tunnel experiment. 

H. Wang et. al., (Wang et al., 2014) compared the aerodynamic simulation results with the theoretical values of the lift 50 

coefficients, drag coefficients and the ratio of lift coefficient to drag coefficient. Three different turbulence models were 

utilized, which are Spallart Allmars (S-A), k-ε RNG, k-ω SST for the prediction of the aerodynamic performance of wind 

turbine airfoil under different AOA. For the most effective AOA, effects of these three turbulence models on the blade airfoil 

aerodynamic performance were estimated. For the selected blade airfoil, the simulation results recommended applaying S-A 

turbulence model before the best AOA and k-ε RNG turbulence model after the best AOA respectively.  55 

Two dimensional airfoil’s aerodynamic performance was simulated numerically by Ji Yaoa et al. (Yaoa et al., 2012). The 

governing equations were Navier-Stokes, and four turbulence models were applied as follows; Standard k- model of two 

equations, RNG k- model, Transition SST model of four equations and Reynolds stress model of five equations. The lift 

coefficient curves of the four turbulence models were much closer to the experimental data, while drag coefficient curves 

differed largely from the experimental data. This may be caused by the roughness of front edge or other factors. The five 60 

equations-Reynolds stress model had the best result amid the four turbulence models. 

Aftab et al., (Aftab et al., 2016) studied the Low Reynolds Number flows over airfoil. The turbulence models tested were as 

follows; one equation S-A, two equation SST k-ω, three equation Intermittency (γ) SST, k-kl-ω and finally, the four equation 

transition γ-Reθ SST. The results obtained show the values of the experimental study and the current computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) study are found to be mutually compatible. This study clearly shows that capturing the transition behaviour, 65 

for low Reynolds numbers flows, needs an accurate turbulence model. In the present case, γ-Reθ SST is preferred model as it 

predicts the flow behavior both at low and high AOA, accurately and in a short duration of time. 

Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics was studied by G. H. Yu et.al. (Yu et al., 2010). They used two-dimensional CFD with 

Menter’s transition corrected k− SST turbulence model for various reduced frequencies. They observed that flow separation 

is delayed to higher AOA compared with the static stall case, and the lift force is found to increase far beyond that of the static 70 

stall angle. Reduced frequency is observed to have a significant impact on the aerodynamic forces and the pitching moment. 

The peak in the lift force coefficient appears at a higher AOA with an increasingly reduced frequency. 

This work aims to simulate the behavior and performance of an airfoil under different working conditions. A 2D model is 

considered in Ansys Fluent CFD simulation of the DTU-LN221 airfoil. Six different turbulence models are used to perform 

the simulations. The simulation results are compared to the experimental data to choose the suitable turbulence model to 75 

continue the investigation of the flow characteristics over the airfoil. The effect of the AOA on lift and drag coefficients is 

investigated. The pressure coefficient is monitored at different angles of attack. The effect of temperature, air velocity and 

turbulence intensity on the airfoil performance is demonstrated. 
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2 Methodology 

2.1 Experimental Setup 80 

The DTU-LN221 airfoil was designed according to the requirements provided by Lunderskov Møbelfabrik (LM) and tested 

in the LM wind tunnel (Cheng et al., 2014;  2015a). The design of this type of wind turbine rotors have aerodynamically high 

efficiency, low cost and low noise emission (Cheng et al., 2014). 

The DTU-LN221 airfoil model (Sessarego et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2020;  2015a; Cheng et al., 2014), as shown in Figure 1, 

has a chord length of 0.6 m and a span of 1.5 m. The airfoil model was vertically placed in the test section. The bottom part of 85 

the airfoil section was connected by the rotating shaft, which was fixed on a rotational plate. Therefore, the AOA can be 

remotely controlled via a shaft connection with a motor below the wind tunnel. The airfoil model was made of aluminum alloy. 

In the experiment, the free stream flow velocity was 37.5 m/s, and the corresponding Reynolds number based on the airfoil 

chord length was 1.5 x 106. Although wind turbines often operate at wind speed below 37.5 m/s, in this research the magnitude 

of the Reynolds number was up to an order of 106. Therefore, the experimental value of the Reynolds number was chosen to 90 

approach an order of magnitude corresponding to those obtained from full-scale wind turbines (Yang et al., 2020; Roha, 2012).  

The full description of the design of the airfoil profile is described in details by  (Sessarego et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2020).  

Table 1 shows the basic data for the airfoil and operating conditions of the experimental data (Sessarego et al., 2016; Yang et 

al., 2020). 

Table 1: Basic data chosen for wind-turbine airfoil model 95 

Property Value 
Airfoil name  DTU-LN221 
Density of air 1.205 kg/m3 
Dynamic viscosity of air 1.821 x 105 Ns/m2 
Air Temperature 293 K 
Design wind speed, Vo  37.5 m/s 
Re 1.5 x 106 

Airfoil chord 0.600 m 
Airfoil thickness relative to chord 21% 
Airfoil length 1.5 m 
Material aluminum alloy 

 

 

Figure 1: Profile coordinates of the DTU-LN221 airfoil (Sessarego et al., 2016) 

2.2 Mathematical Modelling  

In CFD, Reynolds Average Navier Stoke (RANS) is the most widely used turbulence modelling approach. In this approach, 100 

the Navier Stokes equations are split into mean and fluctuating components. The total velocity ui is a function of the mean 

velocity ūi and the fluctuating velocity úi as shown in the equation below (Hinze, 1975). 
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 ui =  ūi + úi                                                                                                                                                                                   (1) 

The continuity and momentum equation incorporating these instantaneous flow variables are given by: 

+ (𝜌𝑢 ) = 0                                                                                                                                                                        (2) 105 

𝜌𝑢 + 𝜌𝑢 𝑢 = + 𝜇 + − 𝛿 + (−𝜌�́� �́� )                                                                                (3) 

These above equations (in Cartesian tensor form) are known as RANS equations, and the additional Reynolds stress terms 

−𝜌�́� �́�  need to be modelled. The Boussinesq hypothesis is applied in relating the Reynolds stress and mean velocity: 

−𝜌�́� �́� =  𝜇 + − 𝜌𝑘 +  𝜇 𝛿                                                                                                                          (4) 

2.2.1 Spallart Allmars (S-A) 110 

The S-A turbulence model is a one-equation model, designed for aerospace applications. It is quite robust and effective in 

modelling the flow on an airfoil, with adverse pressure gradients in the boundary layer (Spalart and Allmaras, 1992; Versteeg 

and Malalasekera, 2007). The modified continuity equation for S-A solves the turbulent viscosity ṽ. 

𝜌𝑣 + (𝜌𝑣𝑢 ) = 𝐺 =  (𝜇 + 𝜌𝑣) + 𝐶 − 𝑌 +  𝑆𝑣                                                                          (5) 

Gv is the production of turbulent viscosity and Yv is the destruction of turbulent viscosity. 115 

The turbulent viscosity is calculated as: 

t = ṽfv1                                                                                                                                                                                              (6) 

The fv1 is the viscous damping function 

𝑓 =                                                                                                                                                                                    (7) 

It has been reported that this model is effective for low Reynolds number cases, provided that the mesh resolution is super fine 120 

with a wall Y+  1 ( 2015b;  2015c). 

2.2.2 Standard k-ε Model 

The standard k-ε model (Launder and Spalding, 1972) is based on modelling the transport equations for the turbulence kinetic 

energy (k) and its dissipation rate (ε). It is a two-equation turbulence model that allows the determination of both, a turbulent 

length and time scale by solving two separate transport equations. The model transport equation for k is derived from the exact 125 

equation, while the model transport equation for ε was obtained using physical reasoning and bears little resemblance to its 

mathematically exact counterpart. 

In the derivation of the k-ε model, the assumption is that the flow is fully turbulent, and the effects of molecular viscosity are 

negligible. The standard k-ε model is therefore valid only for fully turbulent flows. 

The turbulence kinetic energy, k, and its rate of dissipation, ε, are obtained from the following transport equations: 130 

(𝜌𝑘) + (𝜌𝑘𝑢 ) = 𝜇 + + 𝐺 + 𝐺 − 𝜌𝜀 − 𝑌 + 𝑆                                                                                         (8) 

and 

(𝜌𝜀) + (𝜌𝜀𝑢 ) = 𝜇 + + 𝐶 (𝐺 + 𝐶 𝐺 ) − 𝐶 𝜌 + 𝑆                                                                           (9) 

Where Gk  represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients,  Gb is the generation of 

turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy, YM  represents the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation in compressible 135 

turbulence to the overall dissipation rate, C1 , C2 , and  C3 are constants. k and  are the turbulent Prandtl numbers for k 

and , respectively. Sk  and S are user-defined source terms. 

The turbulent viscosity, t , is computed by combining k and  as follows: 
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𝜇 = 𝜌𝐶                                                                                                                                                                                      (10) 

Where C is a constant. 140 

The default values of the model constants are  (Launder and Spalding, 1972): 

C1 =1.44,  C2 =1.92,  C =0.09,  k =1.0 and  =1.3 

2.2.3 The RNG k-  model 

The RNG k- model was derived using a statistical technique called renormalization group (RNG) theory. It is similar in form 

to the standard k- model, but includes the following refinements: 145 

- The RNG model has an additional term in its  equation that improves the accuracy for rapidly strained flows. 

- The effect of swirl on turbulence is included in the RNG model, enhancing accuracy for swirling flows. 

- The RNG theory provides an analytical formula for turbulent Prandtl numbers, while the standard k- model uses user-

specified, constant values. 

- While the standard k- model is a high-Reynolds number model, the RNG theory provides an analytically-derived 150 

differential formula for effective viscosity that accounts for low-Reynolds number effects. Effective use of this feature 

does, however, depend on an appropriate treatment of the near-wall region. 

These features make the RNG k-  model more accurate and reliable for a wider class of flows than the standard k-  model. 

The RNG-based k-  turbulence model is derived from the instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations, using a mathematical 

technique known as RNG method. A more comprehensive description of RNG theory and its application to turbulence can be 155 

found in (Orszag et al., 1993). 

2.2.4 Standard k-ω Model 

The standard k-ω model is an empirical model based on model transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy (k) and 

the specific dissipation rate (ω), which can also be thought of as the ratio of ω to k (Wilcox, 1998). One of the weak points of 

the Wilcox model is the sensitivity of the solutions to values for k and ω  outside the shear layer (freestream sensitivity). As 160 

the k-ω model has been modified over the years, production terms have been added to both the k and ω  equations, which have 

improved the accuracy of the model for predicting free shear flows. The new formulation implemented in ANSYS Fluent has 

reduced this dependency, it can still have a significant effect on the solution, especially for free shear flows (Menter, 2009). 

The turbulence kinetic energy, k, and the specific dissipation rate, ω, are obtained from the following transport equations: 

(𝜌𝑘) + (𝜌𝑘𝑢 ) = 𝛤 + 𝐺 − 𝑌 + 𝑆                                                                                                                           (11) 165 

and 

(𝜌𝜔) + (𝜌𝜔𝑢 ) = 𝛤 + 𝐶 −  𝑌 + 𝑆                                                                                                                      (12) 

Where Gk represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to mean velocity gradients.  G represents the generation 

of . k  and  represent the effective diffusivity of k and , respectively.  Yk and Y represent the dissipation of k and  due 

to turbulence. All of the above terms are calculated as described below. Sk and S are user-defined source terms. 170 

2.2.5 Shear-Stress Transport (SST) k-ω model 

The shear-stress transport (SST) k-ω model was developed by Menter (Menter, 1994). It is a combination of the Wilcox K-ω 

and the standard K-ε model. It is so named because the definition of the turbulent viscosity is modified to account for the 

transport of the principal turbulent shear stress. The standard k-ε is transformed to k-ω by substituting ε = kω (Versteeg and 

Malalasekera, 2007). It has features that give the SST k-ω model an advantage in terms of performance over both the standard 175 

k-ω model and the standard k-ε model. Other modifications include the addition of a cross-diffusion term in the ω equation 
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and a blending function to ensure that the model equations behave appropriately in both the near-wall and far-field zones ( 

2015b;  2015c). 

The SST k-ω model has a similar form to the standard k-ω model. The turbulence kinetic energy, k, and the specific dissipation 

rate, ω, are obtained from the following transport equations: 180 
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where  

Gk represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to mean velocity gradients. G  represents the generation of ω. 185 

k and  represent the effective diffusivity of k and ω, respectively. Yk  and Y represent the dissipation of k and ω due to 

turbulence. D represents the cross-diffusion term. Sk and S are user-defined source terms. Calculations for all previous terms 

have been fully described in ( 2015b;  2015c).                                                             

2.2.6 The Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) 

The Reynolds stress model (RSM) (Launder et al., 1975; Launder, 1989; Gibson and Launder, 1978) is the most elaborate type 190 

of RANS turbulence model that ANSYS Fluent provides. Abandoning the isotropic eddy-viscosity hypothesis, the RSM closes 

the RANS equations by solving transport equations for the Reynolds stresses, together with an equation for the dissipation 

rate. This means that five additional transport equations are required in 2D flows, in comparison to seven additional transport 

equations solved in 3D. 

Since the RSM accounts for the effects of streamline curvature, swirl, rotation, and rapid changes in strain rate in a more 195 

rigorous manner than one-equation and two-equation models, it has greater potential to give accurate predictions for complex 

flows. However, the fidelity of RSM predictions is still limited by the closure assumptions employed to model various terms 

in the exact transport equations for the Reynolds stresses. The modeling of the pressure-strain and dissipation-rate terms is 

particularly challenging, and often considered to be responsible for compromising the accuracy of RSM predictions. 

2.3 Numerical Simulation Setup 200 

Generating the right computational domain for a fluid dynamic problem is an important task of the modeling process. It is 

necessary to take into account different requirements (Blazek, 2015). The domain should not be too small to correctly 

reproduce the flow around the airfoil or too large to adequately increase cells number of the grid, and hence computation time 

(Lanzafame et al.). It is preferable to perform independency study to select the suitable domain/grid for your case study. It 

should to be taken into account the requirements of the meshing in terms of quality and first cell positioning near the airfoil. 205 

Mesh properties include mesh types, computational domain sizes, and node distributions are important in CFD simulation. 

Suli Lu et al. (Lu et al., 2021) suggest recommended Reynolds numbers, domain sizes, and near- and far-field node 

distributions for mesh types with distinct topology structures, i.e., C-mesh, O-mesh, H-mesh, and Hybrid-mesh.  

The Ansys R17 package is used to simulate the air flow characteristics over DTU-LN221 airfoil. The 2-D Design Modeler 

(DM) is used to draw the airfoil profile by using the coordinates of 300 points to guarantee the smoothness and accuracy of 210 

the airfoil profile. The computational domain is composed of an upstream C-shape, half of circle, in which the airfoil is 

included. The airfoil end is located at the center of the semicircle. The C-shape is preferable over the other structures because 

it gives better convergence of flow over the airfoil. It helps to control the wall plus function of the mesh to give good result. 

In addition, it improves the skew and orthogonality of the mesh. The diameter of the semicircle of the C-shape is 10 times the 
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chord of the airfoil (G. et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2014; Chaudhary and Nayak, 2015). The downstream domain is square with 215 

side lengths equaling the circle diameter as shown in Fig. 3. C-type structured grid is applied in the airfoil domain to consider 

the boundary layer’s effect on the aerodynamic performance of airfoils. Also considering the requirements of turbulence model 

for the grid, the boundary layer mesh is denser around the airfoil.  

The mesh is constructed by Ansys Mesh. 2-D curvature, fine, high smoothing mesh with a growth rate of 1.05 is constructed. 

Different edges and face sizing are chosen to build up different meshes with different number of elements to check the 220 

independency of the results.   

In general, the finer the mesh, the more accuracy of the solution. A mesh independency study is conducted to verify that the 

solution obtained numerically is not dependent on the mesh density. Six different grids were created. A mesh series of 

approximately 108700, 63000, 51000, 36000, 24000 and 16000 cells have been designed, respectively. The only change is in 

the mesh sizing. The other mesh setting was not changed. Both lift and drag dimensionless coefficients were calculated at 5o 225 

AOA for the six grids using RSM. The results are shown in Fig. 2 where the grid with 24000 cells generated the same results 

as the higher number of cell grids. The exact total number of model grid was 23897 elements. It is apparent from the figure 

below that the distribution of the grid was much denser in airfoil’s front edge, back edge and airfoils surface. The mesh of the 

computational domain was shown in Fig 3.a. Airfoil and nearby wall grid were shown in Fig 3.b.  

 230 

 

Figure 2: Mesh indecency for RSM  

    
 

a. Study domain b. Focus around the airfoil 

Figure 3: The integral mesh grid 

 

To validate the simulation of the DTU-LN221 airfoil, six turbulence models are applied to numerically simulate under the 

same conditions of Re number, temperature, and turbulence intensity. The air velocity is 37.5 m/s which generates a turbulence 235 

with Re of 1.8x106. 2D, double precession, serial processing options are chosen. Density based, SIMPLE algorithm is used in 
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processing coupling problems of speed and pressure in FLUENT solver. The second-order upwind scheme is used to discrete 

the fluxes in the governing equations. It also provides the best balance between solution accuracy and robustness. The Energy 

Equation is functioning and air is considered as an ideal gas. The initial and boundary conditions are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 : Initial and Boundary Conditions 240 

Boundary 
Conditions 

Type Variables notes 

inlet Velocity 
Inlet 

V= 37.5 m/s 
T= 293 K 
Pg= 0 kPa (atmospheric conditions) 
T.I. = 0.0011 
Turbulent viscosity ratio =10 

x and y 
components of 
velocity are 
varied according 
to AOA 

Outlet Pressure 
Outlet 

T= 293 K 
Pg= 0 kPa (atmospheric conditions) 
T.I. = 0.0011 
Turbulent viscosity ratio =10 

 

Airfoil surface Wall Stationary wall 
Non slip 
Zero roughness 

 

Viscous Model Alternate: S-A, k-, RNG k-, k-, SST k- and RSM. 
Other 
Conditions 

Air density: ideal gas 
Airfoil Chord: 0.6 m 
Reference Length = 1.5 m (Used in defining the reference values) 
AOA : varied from -10o to 20o  

 

3 Results and Discussions 

3.2 Lift and Drag Coefficients 

The flow around the blade airfoil of wind turbines generates a force with two main components: 

Lift force: it the component of force that acts perpendicular to the oncoming airflow. It is a result of the unequal pressure on 245 

the upper and lower airfoil surfaces. It is given by: 

FL = CL (½AV2)                                                                                                                                                                      (15) 

Where CL is the lift force coefficient  is the density of air, A is the projected airfoil area (Chord x span), V is the velocity of 

the undistributed air flow and (½V2) is the dynamic pressure. 

Drag Force: it the component of force that acts in the parallel direction to the oncoming airflow. It is a result of both viscous 250 

friction forces at the surface of the airfoil and the unequal pressure on the upper and lower airfoil surfaces. It is given by: 

FD = CD (½AV2)                                                                                                                                                                      (16) 

Where CD is the drag force coefficient and (½V2) is the dynamic pressure. 

Six viscous models are used to simulate the flow over DTU-LN221 airfoil. These models are S-A,  k-, RNG k-, k-, SST k-

 and RSM. The lift and drag coefficients are monitored for each simulation. The results are compared with the experimental 255 

findings in (Roha, 2012; Yang et al., 2020). The experimental measured data of the airfoil were corrected by the reference 

(Allen and Vlncenti, 1944). The experimental values of the lift and drag coefficients of the selected airfoil are compared with 

the simulated lift and drag coefficients of the six turbulence models respectively.  

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the lift coefficients simulated by six turbulent models and the theoretical lift coefficient. In 

general, lift force increases with AOA and reaches to the maximum value at an AOA of (10o12o) in this type of airfoil. After 260 

this point, the lift coefficient decreases with further increase of AOA due to entering the airflow in turbulent region, which 

separates the boundary layers from the airfoil. Therefore, the drag force rapidly goes up and the lift force goes down in this 

region. 
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In order to verify the simulation results of lift coefficients of six turbulent models, the flow fields given by six turbulent models 

are also given subsequently as Fig. 6. According to Fig. 4, the simulated lift coefficients of the experimental value and the six 265 

different turbulence models are very close during the AOA of -5°: 5° range and more consistent with the experimental values. 

Lift coefficients increase nearly linearly with the increasing attack angle when the AOA is smaller than 10°. The lift coefficients 

results of the six turbulence models show significant differences when the AOA is bigger than 10°.  

One possible reason for the deviation between the experimental data and the simulation results may be due to the roughness 

of the airfoil surface that can affect the experimental results. The pressure of the air fan in the wind tunnel may also affect the 270 

simulation results as it was purposely excluded. In addition, the effect of flow separation may affect the drag force 

considerably. Airfoil flow separates when airfoil is at a high AOA, which is caused by the viscosity of fluid.  

From Fig. 4, it can be noticed that the results can be divided into four regions: 

i. AOA < -5° region: in this region, the simulation findings for all of the six models approximately gave the same value of lift 

coefficients. All were greater than the lift coefficient that was calculated by experiments data. The nearest values to the 275 

experiments were given by SST k- and RSM. 

ii. -5° < AOA < 5° region: good results compared with the experimental findings are produced. RSM shows the best 

approximation while k- and S-A models performed the worst. 

iii. 5° < AOA < 10° region: the simulation findings start to deviate gradually from the experimental findings. RSM still shows 

the best approximation while k- and S-A models are still the worst. At an AOA of 10o the lift coefficient resulted from RSM 280 

simulation was less than that resulted from experiments by about 13.5%. Whereas for S-A model, this percentage reached 

22%.  

iv. AOA > 10° region: there is a clear diversity of the performance results where the k- and RSM provided good results with 

respect to the experimental data while S-A model still performed the worst.   

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of drag coefficient using different viscous models. It is shown that the drag coefficients was small 285 

up to AOA<10°. Then the drag increased rapidly with the increase of AOA. The RSM model gave the best results for drag 

coefficient while the worst results were delivered by k- model. 

 

 

Figure 4: The comparison of lift coefficient using different models 290 
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Figure 5: The comparison of drag coefficient using different models 

3.3 Effect of Angle of Attack (AOA) on the Flow Field 

RSM is applied to simulate the fluid field at different AOA. Four AOAs (-5o, 0o, 5o, and 10o) are chosen to show the flow field 

represented by pressure and velocity distributions.  295 

Fig. 6 shows the flow fields of wind turbine blade airfoil with different AOA. As the AOA increases, the pressure in the lower 

side of the airfoil increases while the velocity decreases. On the other side, the upper side, the pressure difference to ambient 

is positive with an AOA of -5o whereas negative pressure contours emerged in zero and positive AOA. With the decrease of 

the pressure on the upper side of the airfoil, the velocity increases. The design of such airfoil benefits from having extra lift 

force from the tail of the airfoil as well as the front head.   300 

The flow field of the trailing edge of the wind turbine blade airfoil shows that the flow is applicable to attached flow for the 

four conditions of AOA, and there are no turbulence or flow separations at all. That is why the simulation results of 

aerodynamic performance of blade airfoil using this turbulent model is similar and coincides with the experimental values 

considerably. 

 305 
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Figure 6: The flow fields of wind turbine blade airfoil with different AOA 
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Figure 6: The flow fields of wind turbine blade airfoil with different AOA (continue) 

3.4 Pressure Coefficient 

The pressure coefficient Cp  on the airfoil surface is defined as: 

       𝐶 =                                                                                                                                                                          (17) 

where pi is the pressure at position i , po is the free stream static pressure at the airfoil,  is the air density and Uo is the free 310 

stream velocity. 

The distribution of pressure coefficient of DTU-LN221 airfoil under different AOA is shown in Fig 7. RSM is applied to 

perform the simulation. Pressure differences between upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil increases with the AOA 

increasing. At the front edge of airfoil, the pressure difference is higher compared to the rear edge where the lift is produced. 

It can be seen in this figure that the airfoil’s leading edge had a larger curvature, therefore, the flow on the airfoil surface would 315 

have an increased acceleration, and then the static pressure would lower on the airfoil’s surface. With the increase of the AOA, 

the differences become larger at the leading edge.  

There was an anti-curvature shrinking section on the airfoil rear edge pressure side, which could lower the velocity and increase 

the pressure as shown also in Fig. 7, consequently the pressure coefficient of rear edge pressure side had an obvious inclination.  

The figure showed that the distribution of pressure on the airfoil’s surface varied largely under different attack angle. When 320 

the attack angle was less than zero, the pressure coefficient of the airfoil’s upper surface was positive and lower surface was 

negative, indicating that at this time lift force of the airfoil pointed downward. It can be seen in Fig. 7 that the larger the attack 

angle the greater difference of pressure coefficient between upper and lower surfaces. For DTULN221 airfoil, the difference 

of pressure coefficient on the airfoil’s front edge was much larger, while the rear edge was much lower, indicating that the lift 
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force of the airfoil comes primarily from the front edge. For this type of airfoil, and when the attack angle is zero the pressure 325 

coefficient of the airfoil’s upper and lower surface is not equal, as the DTU-LN221 airfoil is not symmetrical. Furthermore, 

when the attack angle was larger than zero, the pressure coefficient of airfoil’s upper surface was negative and lower surface 

was positive, indicating that at this time the lift force of the airfoil pointed up. 

 

 

 

 

 
 330 

Figure 7: The surface pressure coefficients under different angle of attack 
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AOA = 5o 
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3.5 Effect of Air Temperature 

RSM is used to investigate the effect of changing air temperature on the airfoil characteristics. Both lift and drag coefficients 

are monitored at different air temperatures. The temperature range was from 283 K to 323 K with step 10 K. Air velocity 

remains constant with a value of 37.5 m/s and turbulence intensity of 0.0011. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of lift coefficient 335 

under different air temperature. The lift coefficients are close to each other within a small variation. Also, there was no 

noticeable change in the drag coefficients with the variation of air temperature as shown in fig. 9.    

The lift and drag coefficients are not the only variables that affect the behavior of the wind turbine but also lift and drag forces. 

The power delivered from the wind turbine depends on both lift and drag forces. Therefore, it is important to study the effect 

of other operating variables on lift and drag forces. 340 

Fig. 10 shows the comparison of lift force under different air temperature. The lift force decreases with the increase of air 

temperature due to the decrease of air density with temperature. It is important to simulate the airfoil with a model that take 

the variation of the density of air with temperature. The decrease of lift force with temperature leads to a loss in power on high 

temperature days or in high temperature locations that may be considered in site selection for installing the wind turbine. The 

loss in the magnitude of the lift force is higher with the increase of AOA. 345 

Fig. 11 shows the comparison of drag force under different air temperature. The drag force decreases with the increase of air 

temperature. 

 

Figure 8: The comparison of lift coefficient under different air temperature 

 

Figure 9: The comparison of drag coefficient under different air temperature 
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Figure 10: The comparison of lift force under different air temperature 

 

Figure 11: The comparison of drag force under different air temperature 

3.6 Effects of Air Speed 

RSM is used to investigate the effect of changing air speed on the airfoil characteristics. Both lift and drag coefficients are 

monitored at different air velocity. The velocities are (10, 20, 30, 37.5 and 50) m/s. Hence, the Re changes. The air temperature 350 

remains constant with a value of 293 K and the turbulence intensity is 0.0011. Fig. 12 shows the comparison of lift coefficient 

under different air velocity. The lift coefficient increases with the increase of air velocity. The percentage in the increase of 

the lift coefficients at an AOA of 10o is more significant compared with the change of lift coefficient at a lower AOA. There 

is a small change in the drag coefficients with the variation of air velocity as shown in fig. 13.    

Fig. 14 shows the comparison of lift force under different air velocity. The lift force increases with the increase of air velocity. 355 

The rate of change at an AOA of 10o is much considerable and about three times of that at 0o angle of attack. The increase in 

the lift force is proportional with the square of velocity so it is preferred to operate the wind turbines at higher air velocity. 

Fig. 15 shows the comparison of drag force under different air velocity. The drag force increases with the increase of air 

velocity. 
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Figure 12: The comparison of lift coefficient under different air velocity 

 

Figure 13: The comparison of drag coefficient under different air velocity 

 

Figure 14: The comparison of lift force under different air velocity 
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Figure 15: The comparison of drag force under different air velocity 

3.7 Effect of Turbulence Intensity 360 

The effect of changing air flow turbulence intensity on the airfoil characteristics is investigated by simulating the airfoil with 

RSM as a turbulence model. Both lift and drag coefficients are monitored at different turbulence intensity of 0.0011, 0.1, 1 

and 2. Air velocity remains constant with a value of 37.5 m/s and temperature of 293 K. Fig. 16 shows the comparison of lift 

coefficient under different turbulence intensity. The lift coefficients are adjoining with a very small variation and is in direct 

correlation with the turbulence intensity. Also, there was no noticeable change in the drag coefficients with the variation of 365 

turbulence intensity as shown in fig. 17.    

Fig. 18 shows the comparison of lift force under different turbulence intensity. The lift force does not change significantly 

with the change of the turbulence intensity. 

Fig. 19 shows the comparison of drag force under different turbulence intensity. The drag force does not change significantly 

with the change of the turbulence intensity. 370 

 

 

Figure 17: The comparison of lift coefficient under different air turbulence intensity 
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Figure 17: The comparison of drag coefficient under different air turbulence intensity 

 

Figure 18: The comparison of lift force under different air turbulence intensity 

 

Figure 19: The comparison of drag force under different air turbulence intensity 
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4 Conclusion 

A numerical simulation study of the aerodynamic performance of DTU-LN221 airfoil is presented. The turbulence model has 

a greatly definite influence on the numerical simulation results of wind turbine blade airfoil. Six turbulence models are used 375 

to simulate the flow over the airfoil. These models are S-A, k-, RNG k-, k-, SST k- and RSM. The lift and drag coefficients 

delivered from the simulation are compared with the wind tunnel experimental data. The range of the AOA of this simulation 

was between -10o to 20o. There is not a general model that can be called the best over the range of study. However, RSM 

presented superior results over the other turbulence models; especially in the range of AOA between -5o to 10o.  

The used turbulence models succeeded to simulate the aerodynamic behavior of the air flow around the airfoil at small AOA 380 

(-5° < AOA < 5° region). The lift and drag coefficient curve are consistent with the experimental curve shape. The greater the 

AOA, the larger the divergence with the experimental data. The stall and separation conditions should be considered at higher 

AOAs. 

The RSM was selected to investigate the effect of changing AOA, air temperature, velocity and turbulence intensity on the 

characteristics of the airfoil. CFD results produce an encouraging agreement with the experimental findings of the airfoil. The 385 

following results are confirmed with the use of RSM numerical simulation: 

- By increasing the AOA (within the range of study - between -5o to 10o), the pressure in the lower side of the airfoil increases 

while the velocity decreases. 

- The larger AOA, the greater difference of pressure coefficient between the upper and lower surface. 

- Even the change in lift and drag coefficients is very small with the variation of air temperature but; there was a noticeable 390 

change in the lift and drag forces. 

- The lift force decreases with the increase of air temperature. 

- The lift coefficient increases with the increase of air velocity. 

- The lift force increases rapidly with the increase of air velocity. 

- The lift and drag forces does not change significantly with the change of the turbulence intensity. 395 
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